
The Brunswick roll bag

Since a few days in Brunswick started a large-scale operation:

THE BREAD BAG

With the inscription:

Domestic violence comes to us not in the bag

So she looks in the originals:

The Brunswick seem to be intelligent people. You've seen determines what is happening in Goslar 
and wanted to disassociate so this kind of nonsense this site.

Or for whatever reason, it might still be to specify no label in the sexes? I think, to seriously consider 
and to face the facts that there is domestic violence, both in women as in men, and of course not to 

forget the children.

But under the guise of child protection week the women to take on board in my opinion, completely 
wrong. It should then just go to the children in the single. So I ask myself:

Why get up so well that the Brunswick and see why the one the Goslar still do not like the whole 
thing is ideologically?

Just because there are a few other women see their monopoly on power at risk?



The women's shelter, as such, of course, has her hands in the game, so it is also explained that all join 
in this senseless debacle.

When will there be times in Goslar someone so brave and opposes this despotic women?

What is it in Goslar so different that the men were seen only as a tool, and used?

They are not worth as much as the woman?

And then this child protection week-actually a very good thing-there would not be the idea behind 
another.

These women, who unfortunately in Goslar - probably noticed some strange reason - do not have as 
much influence abusing this position entrusted to them and try that way to enforce their things at the 

expense of others, and even taxes.

Which they might be, they are clearly wrong on the steamer. A timely change of direction which 
would do good times.

With people you do not play either with women, men, and certainly not with children.

So why do people think there so different? Appreciation and respect is not there anyway. This shows 
great maturity and independence, when can a city with unterbuttern took almost 44 000 inhabitants 

of a few women ...

It was this city that I love so much!


